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Optimization of strategy planning for building deconstruction
Eva Queheille⁎, Franck Taillandier, Nadia Saiyouri
University of Bordeaux, UMR CNRS 5295 I2M, 33405 Talence, France

Waste management is a growing concern in the construction sector and particularly within demolition works. In order to encourage better management, the 
European Union has set up a minimal 70% recovering rate - in mass -for building and public works by 2020. And to help deconstruction companies to reach this
aim without extra cost or delays, a Multi-Objective Optimization algorithm is suggested. The algorithm will work out a decon-struction strategy - i.e. type of
waste treatment, number of required workers… - and will take into account three objectives - cost, delay and recovering rate - with 17 decision variables. Use on
a real deconstruction situation highlights the interest of the algorithm. Eight optimization algorithms were tested and the most efficient al-gorithm is
Decomposition-Based Evolutionary Algorithm. It came up with better strategies than the company one. This work proves that environmental performance can 
be improved without increasing cost or delay.

Table 1
Abbreviations table.

Abbreviation Definition Value range Variable type

C Deconstruction work cost Calculated during optimization Not a variable
C[…] Work phase cost […], e.g. dismantling, loading of dismantling waste Calculated during the optimization Not a variable
D Deconstruction work duration Calculated during the optimization Not a variable
D[…] Work phase duration […], e.g. dismantling, loading of dismantling waste Calculated during the optimization Not a variable
DC[…] Daily cost of the resource […], e.g. worker, mini-excavator Propriety of the industrial partner Not a variable
Dem Building demolition phase None Not a variable
Demol Demolition process choice 0: Demolition and loading are carried out succes-

sively
1: Demolition and loading are executed in the same
time

Decision variable

Dis Building dismantling phase None Not a variable
Dism Dismantling process choice 0: Dismantling done by workers and/or mini-exca-

vators
1: Dismantling undone
2: Partial dismantling proceeded by excavators, at
the same time as demolition phase

Decision variable

EDem Excavators, with drivers, for demolition phase 1 Not a variable
ELDem Excavators, with drivers, for loading of demolition waste 1 Not a variable
ER[…] Expansion rate of waste […], e.g. inert waste, wood waste Propriety of industrial partner Knowledge variable
FLLDIS Front-end loaders for loading of dismantling waste phase 1 Not a variable
I Work plant installation phase None Not a variable
L[…] Loading of waste from deconstruction phase […], dismantling or demolition None Not a variable
M[…] Mass of waste […], e.g. concrete, plaster Estimated before optimization Case study variable
MEDis Mini-excavators, with drivers, for dismantling phase 0 to 3 Decision variable
R[…] Waste recovering rate depending on type of dismantling and on chosen treatment […],

e.g. recovering of concrete with dismantling done
Estimated before optimization Knowledge variable

RD[…] Daily truck turns carried out for type of waste […], e.g. inert waste, wood waste Propriety of industrial partner Knowledge variable

⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: eva.queheille@u-bordeaux.fr (E. Queheille).
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Abbreviation Definition Value range Variable type

SFDem Site foremen for demolition phase 1 Not a variable
SFDis Site foremen for dismantling phase 0 to 2 Not a variable
SFI Site foremen for installation phase 1 Not a variable
Ship[…] Shipping cost of the machine resource […], e.g. excavator, front-end loader Propriety of the industrial partner Knowledge variable
TreatC[…] Treatment plant cost per ton for waste […], e.g. recovering plant for concrete Propriety of the industrial partner Knowledge variable
Treat[…] Chosen treatment plant for waste […], e.g. recovering plant for concrete 0: Landfill

1: Sorting plant
2: Recovering plant

Decision variable

UMInert Container volume, then transformed in mass for calculation, for evacuation of inert
waste

12m3, 15m3 with a simple container
or 15m3 with a dumper truck

Knowledge variable

UVNon-hazar-
dous

Container volume for evacuation of non-hazardous waste 12m3 or 30m3 Knowledge variable

UVWood Container volume for evacuation of wood waste 12m3, 30m3 or 60m3 Knowledge variable
V[…] Volume of waste […], e.g. concrete, wood Estimated before the optimization Case study variable
WDem Workers for demolition phase 1 Not a variable
WDis Workers for dismantling phase 0 to 10 Decision variable
WE[…] Work efficiency of a resource for work phase […], e.g. dismantling by workers Propriety of the industrial partner Knowledge variable
WI Workers for installation phase 2 Not a variable
WLDem Workers for loading of the demolition waste 1 Not a variable
WLDis Workers for loading the front-end loader to evacuate the dismantling waste 0 to 3 Decision variable

1. Introduction

Waste management is a major environmental issue, bringing on energy
consumption, pollution and loss of agricultural lands. These problems do not
refer only to household waste, but also building waste. Demolition and re-
habilitation waste represent about 35 millions of tons per year in France [1]
and will continue to increase in the following years. In order to encourage a
better building waste management, the European Union has set up the ob-
jective of a minimal 70% recovering rate - in mass - for waste from building
and public works by 2020 [2]. France, as a member of the European Union,
has to fulfill this objective within its territory. Main buildings in France are
made of concrete and the legislative recovering rate can be assumed easy to
obtain if concrete is reused or recycled. Nevertheless, recyclers' require-
ments, environmental objectives of buildings owners and laws increase
while cost and delays granted for demolition works decrease. It has a sig-
nificant impact on demolition companies and their studies. For instance,
waste sorting on site often appears as too expensive to demolition companies
whereas it is a real add-value [3].

In order to reach the European Union recovering objective, software has
been created to help decision with building waste treatment. Most programs
assess waste amount and help decision for waste transport and treatment
[4–6], with sometimes a regional map of treatment plants [7,8]. Other
programs identify attractive treatment plants according to the site location
and waste that will be disposed of [9]. These programs have a common
point: they all begin after deconstruction, when waste is already produced.
However, waste management depends on the whole process of deconstruc-
tion. Deconstruction resources and the level of sorting on site affect quality
of salvaged materials and available treatments. For instance, if materials of a
wall - structure, insulation, coating - are not separated and sorted, it is not
possible to recycle them. Deconstruction strategies come under issues like
cost, time and building type. Waste type and amount are linked to the
building type. In the building sector, numerous types of waste exist - con-
crete, bricks, stones, tiles, glass, wood, plaster, metals, isolation wool…-,
which brings about stronger difficulty for deconstruction projects prepara-
tion.

Few programs help demolition companies for deconstruction planning.
Buhler et al. [8] work on waste treatment with different sorting levels, but
only three are predefined in the software. Schultmann et al. [10] developed
a software of a wider scale. Unlike other programs, it calculates waste
amount from the building elements, that the user input in architectural
plans. It is a forerunner way to Building Information Modelling (BIM). With
these data, the software gathers waste by type and the user selects the
treatment for every waste family to obtain the treatment plan cost. The
software estimates cost of deconstruction works by helping the user plan

deconstruction equipment, that it is especially innovative. Despite these
features, programs need a massive user implication and, for most of them,
cannot help him to explore solutions beyond his own experience. The user
has to enter volume, mass, waste density, treatment plants prices, then
choose treatment for each waste, put in order every deconstruction task…
Few programs guide the user to (i) an unheard-of solution, e.g. a new
treatment, (ii) another better method than the usual one, e.g. carry out a
bigger sorting on plant or (iii) integrate environmental purpose. We assume
that a software needs to help the demolition company to build, assess and
compare strategies with more classic demolition strategies. Thus it should
favor environmentally friendly solutions without degrading deconstruction
cost or delay.

In this paper, deconstruction planning is modelled as a multi-objective
problem - part 2 - in order to build strategies more environmentally re-
sponsible while allowing for economic and duration feasibility. The algo-
rithm received the expertise of Bordeaux Démolition Services (BDS), a
French company specializing in building deconstruction. BDS provided the
case study on which the software was tested - part 4. The computation
problem was modelled in a demolition company point of view. In order to
solve the multi-objective problem, several algorithms are compared in part 3
- NSGA-II [11], OMOPSO [12], CMA-ES [13], PAES [14], SPEA2 [15], DBEA
[16], MOEA/D [17] and VEGA [18]. We assessed their relevance to bring
out the most appropriate algorithm for the deconstruction optimization
problem.

2. Modelling deconstruction as a multi-objective problem

2.1. Demolition process

A typical deconstruction work can be summed up as the reverse of
construction. The last element set up during the building construction is the
first element removed during the deconstruction. The work is carried out in
successive phases. During first one, “Installation”, the site is prepared before
deconstruction works. It includes installation of fence, barriers, electricity
and water supply… Then dismantling phase begins. Workers and machines
remove elements inside the building, such as furniture, drywalls, windows,
doors, electrical equipment… Elements are loaded into containers by
workers or loaders. Container volume depends on the estimated amount of
waste. For some deconstruction projects, dismantling phase is skipped: the
building is directly demolished without dismantling, which is faster but
limits recovering. When the dismantling phase is finished or skipped, an
excavator demolishes the structural part of the building, from top - the roof -
to the bottom – the foundations. Then the excavator loads waste in con-
tainers or directly in trucks. Deconstruction work is closed when the site is
cleaned and waste is evacuated to treatment plants.
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2.2. Objectives and variables

2.2.1. Objectives
The multi-objective problem objectives were chosen from the point of

view of a demolition company stakeholders. Three objectives were set up:

• Work duration, in number of days
• Cost, in euros, for the deconstruction company to do the job, in-
cluding waste management
• Recovering rate, in mass percentage.

Cost and duration objectives are classic in any project. The re-
covering rate represents an environmental criterion in deconstruction
works. It helps to compare strategies with the European Union objec-
tive, which is to recycle at least 70% of waste mass by 2020 [2]. The
recovering rate will increase in the following years and is still a com-
mercial point for demolition companies.

The objectives calculations are described in the Sections 2.2 to 2.4.
The three objectives are computed from a set of variables. Three kinds
of variable are identified: decision variables, knowledge variables and
case study variables.

2.2.2. Decision variables
In our algorithm, the objective calculation contains 17 decision

variables. The set of decision variables values makes a deconstruction
strategy. The goal is to adjust the values in order to optimize the de-
construction strategy. Decision variables refer to five domains: dis-
mantling process, demolition phases, resources - human and mechan-
ical -, waste containers and waste treatment.

The first decision variable Dism gives a choice for the dismantling
phase process. Dismantling is about removing the inside of the building
before demolishing the building with demolition phase. Three choices
have been studied:

• Dismantling done by workers and/or mini-excavators (Dism=0)
• Dismantling undone, which means that works begin directly with
demolition by excavators (Dism=1), without previous dismantling
• Partial dismantling done by excavators, at the same time than de-
molition phase (Dism=2).

In deconstruction works, dismantling can be seen as a long and ex-
pensive process. With this decision variable, we would be able to confirm or
not if a dismantling process is relevant for deconstruction works.

The second decision variable Demol refers to the demolition phase.
Two different processes are possible. In the first process, one excavator
demolishes the structural part of the building, then loads waste for
evacuation. In the second process, two excavators work at the same
time: one excavator for demolition and another one for loading. Then
the variable Demol will have a significant impact on work duration:

• Demolition and loading are realized successively (Demol= 0). One
excavator achieves the two sub-phases.
• Demolition and loading are executed in the same time (Demol= 1).
Two excavators work in the same time on the site.

The third set of decision variables refer to human and mechanical
resources. In this paper, only the most used resources for dismantling
and demolition phases are used. Each phase is separated in two sub-
phases: the deconstruction work and the loading of waste. For the de-
molition phase (Dem), resources do not represent decision variables
because their value is set up by the decision variable Demol. For the
dismantling phase (Dis), several decision variables represent resources:

• Workers for dismantling (WDis)
• Mini-excavators for dismantling (MEDis)
• Workers for loading the front-end loader in order to evacuate dis-
mantling waste (WLDis). The front-end loader (FLDis) is by default

Table 2
Set of decision variables for a deconstruction strategy.

Set of decision variables Decision variable Possible values

Dismantling process Dismantling (Dism) {Yes, no, during demolition}
with values [0–2]

Demolition process Demolition (Demol) {Successively, At the same time}
with values [0–1]

Human and mechanical resources for dismantling Workers (WDis) [0−10]
Mini-excavators (MEDis) and its drivers (MEDDis) [0–3]
Workers for loading the front-end loader (WLDis) [0–3]

Volume of the waste containers Inert waste container (UMInert) {12m3, 15m3 with a simple container, 15m3 with a dumper
truck}

with values [0–2]
Wood waste container (UVWood) {12m3, 30m3 or 60m3}

with values [0–2]
Non-hazardous waste, except wood, container

(UVNon−hazardous)
{12m3 or 30m3}
with values [0–1]

Waste treatment plant Treatment plant for concrete (TreatC) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for glass (TreatG) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for mixed inert (TreatMI) {Landfill, sorting plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for wood (TreatW) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for metal (TreatM) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for plaster (TreatP) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for plaster bricks (TreatPB) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for furniture (TreatF) {Landfill, sorting plant, recovering plant}
with values [0–2]

Treatment plant for mixed non-hazardous (TreatMNH) {Landfill, sorting plant}
with values [0–2]
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chosen as one.

In our algorithm, human resources are reflected by an exact number
of individuals, and not by team. Team could have been chosen to ease
the algorithm. However, work efficiency is known per individual or
machine. The partner company prefers to set up the resource planning
with individuals rather than with crews. We chose to consider workers
as individuals and not teams in order to be closer to the partner prac-
tices. This choice has a drawback: it requires to make a strong as-
sumption on the work rate - which is broken down to the unit by worker
- and to assume a linear work rate. But an advantage can be highlighted:
it allows the study engineer to define the size of the team - workers,
machines… - in accordance with the size of the building to demolish.

With the fourth set of decision variables, volume of waste containers
is chosen to calculate the number of necessary truck turns to evacuate
the containers when they are filled. Then cost for waste transport will
be calculated. Further explanations are given in Section 2.4.

The last set of decision variables outlines waste treatment choices.
The most classic waste types have been studied. They have been se-
parated with the two major deconstruction phases:

• Dismantling waste: glass, wood except timber frame and wooden
floor structure, metals, plaster, bricks with plaster, furniture, other
non-hazardous waste…
• Demolition waste: building structure like concrete or other inert
waste, timber frame and wooden floor structure…

The recovering rate depends on the chosen treatment. The three
treatments in this study are: Landfill (Treat=0), Sorting plant
(Treat=1) and Recovering plant (Treat=2). Recovering includes
reuse and recycling treatments. In France, reuse is mainly for concrete
or furniture. However, reuse of concrete directly on the site is really
uncommon; it is at best recycled for road construction. This recycling is
assumed as recovering.

One treatment plant is chosen for each waste. In the algorithm, great
attention has been paid to treatment feasibility. In fact, for some waste, e.g.
mixed non-hazardous waste, direct recovering - direct evacuation to a re-
covering plant - is not possible. Furthermore, treatment feasibility also de-
pends on the choice of dismantling process. If deconstruction works are
resumed in simple demolition (Dism=1 or 2), only excavators would be
present in the plant. With this machine, waste sorting is a difficult task and
then less waste can be evacuated directly in a recovering plant. This point is
modelled as a constraint – see Section 2.6.

Table 2 sums up the 17 decision variables and their possible values.
The variables boundaries prevent creation of impossible strategies, such
as 50 dismantling workers on site. While changing boundaries, we
adapt the algorithm with the building and the site. For example, if the
site is not wide enough for two excavators, the decision variable Demol
is restrained to the value Demol=0.

2.2.3. Knowledge variables
Knowledge variables gather all the required data to run the objec-

tives calculation. They are constant in a given context. Knowledge

variables refer to:

• Resource efficiency to perform a task, e.g. dismantling manually,
loading waste with an excavator, loading waste with a front-end
loader… These values are necessary to estimate work duration - first
objective -, but also global cost - second objective.
• Resource cost per day, that contribute to the global cost of the de-
construction work - second objective.
• Treatment price per ton of waste, depending on the waste and the
contract that links the treatment plant and the deconstruction
company. These prices are also involved in the global cost of the
deconstruction work - second objective.

Data can be adjusted with the deconstruction company or even local
prices for waste treatments. Data used for this study belong to BDS
company and their contracts with treatment plants. They cannot be
published in this paper.

2.2.4. Case-study variables
Finally, case-study variables depend on the building to demolish. It

integrates:

• Ground surface of the building, in square meters
• Developed surface of the building - sum of each inhabited level
surface - in square meters
• Length of necessary fence to close the site, in meters
• Mass - in tons - and volume - in cubic meters - of each waste. In order
to ease the study, hazardous waste, e.g. asbestos, have not been
taken into account.

2.3. Work duration objective

Work duration (D in equations) is calculated, in number of days, for
all the phases set in the Table 3. Duration depends on chosen human
and mechanical resources; each resource has an appropriate work ef-
ficiency.

Installation phase includes works such as installation of fence to
close the plant, road protections… Thus, installation phase depends on
the site size and the team formed for these tasks. The duration (DI) is
calculated as follows (Eq. (1)). In the company partner, one day of in-
stallation is always attributed for common deconstruction works. For
more important works where safer disposition are necessary, e.g. bar-
riers on windows or on the roof, the work efficiency would need to be
changed.

=D working site WE/I H (1)

Dismantling duration depends on the use of machines - mini-ex-
cavators - and number of workers. In our algorithm, mini-excavators
can only be attributed to dismantling of the buildings ground levels. In
fact, moving machines in the superior levels depends on buildings ac-
cess and floor resistance. For calculation, dismantling duration (Eq. (4))
is separated in two parts: ground surface (Eq. (2)) in which machines
can be used, and upper levels (Eq. (3)) demolished manually.

Table 3
Work efficiency depending on chosen human and mechanical resources.

Deconstruction phase Work efficiency of the associated resources

Installation (I) Human (WEH), per worker
Dismantling (Dis) Manual (WEW), per worker

Mechanical (WEME), per mini-excavator
Loading of dismantling waste (LDis) Manual with manual loading (WELW), per worker
Demolition (superstructure and infrastructure) (Dem) Mechanical for superstructure if Dism=0 or 1 (WESE0,1), per excavator

Mechanical for superstructure if Dism=2 (WESE2), per excavator
Mechanical for infrastructure (WEIE), per excavator

Loading of demolition waste (LDem) Mechanical (WELE), per excavator
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= = × + ×
= =

if Dism D Ground surface WE W WE ME
if Dism or D

0 /( )
1 2 0

Dis W Dis ME Dis

Dis

1

1 (2)

= =
×

= =

if Dism D Developed surface ground surface
WE W

if Dism or D

0 ( )
/( )
1 2 0

Dis

W Dis

Dis

2

2 (3)

= +D Rounded up D D( )Dis Dis Dis1 2 (4)

Produced waste with dismantling process is loaded in containers
with a front-end loader. The loader is loaded itself by workers, and the
number of workers influence the loading speed (Eq. (5)).

= =
×

= =

if Dism D Rounded up Dismantling waste volume
WE W

if Dis or D

0 (
/( ))

1 2 0

LDis

LW LDis

LDis (5)

After dismantling, the building structure is demolished in the de-
molition process. Works are separated following the two parts of a
building (Eq. (6)): (1) Superstructure - exterior walls, floor structure,
structural frame and roof - and (2) Infrastructure - elements below the
building, e.g. foundations. Demolition duration depends on the choice
of the dismantling process. Work efficiency of excavators for super-
structure demolition is the same for Dism=0 or 1. However, if
Dism=2, it means that the excavator will demolish slower in order to
do a better waste sorting than with a simple demolition.

= =
× + ×

= = ×
+ ×

if Dism or D Rounded up Developed surface
WE E Ground surface WE E

if Dism D Rounded up Developed surface WE E
Ground surface WE E

0 1 [
/( ) /( )]
2 [ /( )

/( )]

Dem

SE Dem IE Dem

Dem SE Dem

IE Dem

0,1

2

(6)

As for dismantling process, demolition waste is evacuated (Eq. (7)).
In this phase, loading is done by an excavator, because of the large
sections of waste like foundation concrete. If the dismantling process
has been carried out (Dism=0), then the excavator just needs to
evacuate waste from demolition process. Otherwise, if the dismantling
process has not been realized (Dism=1 or 2), totality of the waste has
to be loaded in this phase.

= =
×

=
=

+ ×

if Dism D Rounded up Demolition waste volume
WE E

if Dism or D
Rounded up Dismantling waste volume

Demolition waste volume WE E

0 [
/( )]
1 2

[(
)/( )]

LDem

LE LDem

LDem

LE LDem (7)

The duration objective needs to minimize the work duration (Eq.
(8)). To determine duration of the whole phase of dismantling, we
chose to take the longest duration between dismantling and loading of
dismantling waste, assuming that these two works can be done in the
same time without difficulties. It is even a necessity to get back space
for the next dismantling task. If demolition and loading phases are
executed in the same time, when Demol=1, the longest duration be-
tween the two works is taken. Then, even if calculation gives a loading
duration shorter than demolition duration, the excavator for loading
will be present for the whole process of demolition, in order to evacuate
with the same speed that the other excavator demolishes.

= = + +
+

= = +
+

Minimize D with

if Demol D D MAX D D D
D

if Demol D D MAX D D
MAX D D

0 ( ; )

1 ( ; )
( ; )

I Dis LDis Dem

LDem

I Dis LDis

Dem LDem

(8)

2.4. Cost objective

Cost, in euros, is calculated for the entire process of the work, from
installation to waste treatment. During deconstruction phases, cost re-
present used resources such as workers and machines. In general, each
resource is multiplied by the work duration (calculated result D) and
the daily cost (DC in equations). Mechanical resources request addi-
tional cost for machines shipping from the company to the site. This last
variable is called Ship in the following equations.

Installation phase cost includes human and equipment resources to
prepare the site (Eq. (9)). It could be bailiff statements, road protec-
tions, fence to close the plant, rent of a room for workers…

= × × + × +C D DC SF DC W Materials( )I I SF I W I (9)

Dismantling cost represents the cost of every resource with appro-
priate work duration (Eq. (10)). The site foreman is assumed to drive
the front-end loader.

= × ×
+ × + × + × ×
+ × × + ×
+ × + ×

+C MAX D D DC SF
D DC DC ME D DC W
MAX D D DC W DC FL
Ship ME Ship FL

( ; )
[ ( ) ] [ ]

( ; ) [ ]

Dis LDis Dis LDis SF Dis

Dis ME MED Dis Dis W Dis

Dis LDis W LDis FL LDis

ME Dis FL LDis

1

(10)

The same approach is used for demolition cost (Eq. (11)). If de-
molition and loading phases are executed in the same time, then two
excavators need to be transferred in the site, which comes down to two
transfers (ShipE=2). For each excavator, one worker watches over the
work from the ground. The site foreman is present only for the demo-
lition phase, when risks are the most important.

= = × × + ×
+ + × +

× × + + × + ×
= = × × + ×

+ + ×
+ × × + + ×

+ ×

+

+

if Demol C D DC SF DC W
C DC E

D DC W DC DC E Ship
if Demol C D DC SF DC W

DC DC E
MAX D D DC W DC DC E

Ship

0 [
(D ) ]

[ ( ) ] 1
1 [

( ) ]
( ; ) [ ( ) ]

2

Dem LDem Dem SF Dem W Dem

E ED Dem

LDem W LDem E ED LDem E

Dem LDem Dem SF Dem W Dem

E ED Dem

Dem LDem LDem E ED LDem

E

W

(11)

Next stage is waste management cost calculation, with transport
(Ctransport) and treatment (Ctreatment). Transport cost represents waste
evacuation with containers and trucks. The number of necessary con-
tainers depends on the choice of the volume or the mass that can
contain a container. Containers are categorized into 3 types of waste:
inert waste, wood and non-hazardous waste. Because of their diversity,
wood and non-hazardous waste don't have the same density: this ex-
plains why volume are used in the calculation. This problem does not
concern inert waste and transport calculations can be directly done
with mass.

The following waste containers are used:

• For inert waste: 12m3, 15m3 with a simple container or 15m3 with
a dumper truck
• For wood waste: 12m3, 30m3 or 60m3

• For non-hazardous waste, except wood: 12m3 or 30m3.

Containers filling are affected by two parameters:

• Expansion rate of waste (named ER with unit in %): it describes how
waste can fill a larger volume than it really is, because of a non-
optimized filling of the container
• Used volume or mass that can contain a container (named UV or UM
with unit in m3 or tons): it defines the mean filling level of a con-
tainer.
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Waste volume is multiplied by its expansion rate. Then the result is
divided by the used volume of a container. The obtained number of
containers is divided by the total number of daily truck turns that can
be realized (RD). The result is finally multiplied by the daily cost of a
truck (DCTruck) to obtain transport cost (Eq. (12)). Cost is also influ-
enced by the choice of waste treatment. In fact, if waste is evacuated to
a landfill or a sorting plant, it is mixed in a same container, as long as it
respects waste type (inert, non-hazardous and hazardous). Thus trans-
port cost is saved.

= × ×

+ × + ×

× ×

+ × ×

+ × + ×

× ×

+ × ×

+ × ×

× + × × ×

C Rounded up M
UM RD

DC

Rounded up V ER V ER
UV

RD
DC

Rounded up M
UM RD

DC

Rounded up V ER V ER
UV
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Rounded up M
UM RD

DC
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UV RD

DC Rounded up V ER
UV RD

DC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

transport
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Non hazardous Non hazardous Wood Wood

Non hazardous

Non hazardous
Truck
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Inert
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Truck

Non hazardous Non hazardous Wood Wood
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Truck

Sorting

Inert
Inert Inert

Truck

Non hazardous Non hazardous
Non hazardous Non hazardous
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Waste treatment cost is calculated multiplying waste mass with
corresponding treatment price, usually given per ton (Eq. (13)):

= ×C M TreatCTreatment Waste Waste treatment, (13)

with MWaste the waste mass (in tons) and TreatCWaste, treatment the treat-
ment cost, that depends on the waste type and the treatment type (in
euros per waste ton).

The cost objective aims to minimize sum of the different costs (Eq.
(14)).

= + + + ++ +Minimize C C C C C CI Dis LDis Dem LDis transport Treatment (14)

2.5. Recovering rate objective

The waste recovering rate - in % - enables to evaluate the respect of
the European Union law [2]. Waste can be recovered through two
schemes: either waste is sorted in a sorting plant and then is transported
to a recovering plant or waste is directly sorted on site and is evacuated
into a recovering plant. In a sorting plant, all recyclable waste cannot be
sorted. It depends on the plant resources - manual or mechanical
sorting, number of workers… - and the waste amount to manage. Then,
for inert waste evacuated in a sorting plant, it is assumed that only 35%
of the mass will reach a recovering plant. For non-hazardous waste, the
recovering rate in a sorting plant is 15% [19]. For the second scheme,
the recovering rate of waste is linked to the dismantling phase. With a
correct dismantling, the recovering rate is assumed to be 100%. How-
ever, if dismantling is realized with an excavator during demolition,
direct sorting is less efficient and the recovering rate is reduced. If
dismantling is not realized, only some waste can be sorted in the site,
because of their important volume, like concrete from building struc-
ture or wood from a roof. For other waste, direct transport to a re-
covering plant is impossible, because waste have not been sorted on the
site. The recovering rates depend on each site: it must be calculated
following identified waste in the building. Finally, if waste is evacuated
for landfill, the recovering rate is 0%.

The recovering rate has to be maximized. However, in the multi-
objective algorithm, the recovering rate is transformed in its negative

set, which is landfill rate (Eq. (15)).

=
×

Minimize R
R M

M
1 Dism treat Waste

Waste

,

(15)

with RDism, treat waste recovering rate, that depends on the variable Dism
and the chosen treatment (Treat=0, 1 or 2).

2.6. Constraint

In order to build strategies that can actually be implemented, dif-
ferent constraints have been set up:

• Recyclable waste that cannot be sorted without a correct dis-
mantling is listed in this constraint, so that their recovering treat-
ment will not be available if Dism=1 or 2. For instance, impossible
combinations for the case study are detailed in Table 5.
• If Dism=1 or 2, human and mechanical resources, e.g. SFDis orWDis,
for the dismantling phase and the loading of dismantling waste
phase are zero.
• If Dism=0, the number of site foremen for dismantling phase must
at least respect the number given by Eq. (16). With this constraint, a
strategy cannot propose a single person for the site, which is for-
bidden because of the risks.

= + +SF rounded up W MED W.
10Dis

Dis Di LDiss
(16)

3. Optimization method

3.1. The problem implementation

With the 17 decision variables and their range (Table 2), more than
55 billion strategies can be built. A complete exploration of the solution
space is not possible because of the whole set of equations and required
data. To answer the combinatorial issue, metaheuristic (multi-objective
search algorithms) is used to search optimal solutions. In the multi-
objective algorithm, optimal solutions represent all non-dominated
solutions in the Pareto meaning, i.e. a solution “x⁎ is Pareto optimal if
there exists no feasible vector x which would decrease some criterion
without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other criterion”
[20].

In order to process optimization, the algorithm was implemented on
JAVA using the MOEA Framework JAVA library by D. Hadka [21]. This
library proposes a lot of search algorithms for multi-objective optimi-
zation. Some of these algorithms do not allow to define several con-
straints and only one is allowed. In order to be able to use them, con-
straints exposed in Section 2.6 have been aggregated into one.

3.2. Selection of algorithm

The choice of the search algorithm is a classic issue in optimization
problem. There are numerous multi-objective search algorithms pro-
posed in the literature. However, according to the ‘No free lunch the-
orem’ [22], no method is the best for all optimization contexts. To as-
sess interest of the different algorithms regarding the deconstruction
problem, eight of them were tested: NSGA-II, OMOPSO, CMA-ES, PAES,
SPEA2, DBEA, MOEA/D and VEGA.

The Non dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA), in its second
version (NSGA-II), is one of the most used algorithms. From a random
population, solutions are sorted following number of other points that
every solution dominates. Only non-dominated solutions are kept to
create an offspring population. A new approach is then used on the next
population. Parent and offspring are mixed in a single set. The new
population is sorted with non-dominance relation. Then selection,
crossover and mutation are applied on these non-dominated solutions.
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For selection, crowding distance is used, assuring diversity of offspring.
This process is iterated until the calculation ends [11]. NSGA-II has
proven its efficiency for planning problems [23,24].

The OMOPSO algorithm is derived from Particle Swarm Optimizer
(PSO). In this algorithm, solutions are seen as particles in the decision
space. In each iteration, particles move according to a velocity vector.
The velocity vector is defined by numerous factors like the best value of
every single particle (pBest) and the value of one of the best particles
among the population. These leader particles are sorted with a
crowding factor, from population into an archive. Particles mutate
when moving. A new population is born. The leader archive is updated.
New leaders are identified among offspring if their actual value is better
than the recorded pBest. If the archive contains too much leaders, the
less efficient leaders are thrown away. Thus, with the new archive, the
algorithm can move particles again and repeat the process [12].

The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) al-
gorithm is initially for single objective problems, but has been adapted
for multiobjective optimization. The process begins with a population
where each parent brings one offspring. Old and new generations are
ranked with two criteria: level of non-dominance and contributing
hypervolume. Best offspring update the covariance matrix, then are
used as future parents for the next iteration. Some parameters are used
to make the population evolve, such as the limited number of offspring
and adaptation rate of the covariance matrix [13].

The Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) algorithm is based on
local search and minimal evolutions of the solutions with only use of
mutation. For each iteration, one solution is selected to mutate. The
parent and the offspring are compared. If the parent dominates, the
process comes back to the beginning and chooses another solution.
However, if the offspring dominates the parent, the offspring is then
compared with non-dominated solutions contained in an archive. The
offspring is kept in the archive if it is still non-dominated. Then the
iteration is repeated [14]. The PAES algorithm is frequently used as a
reference in algorithm comparisons [25].

In the second version of Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA
2), solutions are separated in two sets: the initial population or the
archive, where non-dominated solutions are gathered. For each solu-
tion, the algorithm calculates its fitness value, which is the number of
individuals that the solution dominates, and distance between the same
solution and the rest of individuals. Solutions are non-dominated if
their fitness value is lower than one. These non-dominated solutions
become the new archive and are used with other selected solutions from
the population to create a new generation of solutions. Then the algo-
rithm repeats the cycle [15].

The Decomposition-Based Evolutionary Algorithm (DBEA) begins with
a sampling of the population, ruled by reference points. To evaluate the
population, distance is calculated between these reference vectors and
solutions. Then pairs of solutions, chosen among the neighborhood or
randomly, give birth to a new population. Children replace older so-
lutions if they dominate them. Reference points are updated and sam-
pled solutions are evaluated again [16].

The MOEA/D algorithm is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
that transforms the multiobjective problem into numerous single ob-
jective problems. Each problem obtains an appropriate weight vector.
With this, optimal solutions from each single problem must approach
optimal solutions of the real multiobjective problem. In the framework
of D. Hadka [21], the algorithm is a variant that uses differential evo-
lution (MOEA/D-DE). Differential evolution is used to produce new
solutions while keeping population diversity [17].

The Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) is one of the first
created multiobjective algorithms. It distinguishes from other methods
by separating randomly population in sub-populations. Each objective
obtains a own sub-population and solutions of each sub-population are
evaluated with their affiliated objective. Then VEGA follows the
common process of multiobjective algorithms by creating a new gen-
eration, updating the actual population with the offspring and

repeating the cycle [18]. It was successfully used for groundwater
pollution problems looking into cost and reliability of the decontami-
nation methods [26].

3.3. Criteria to compare algorithm

In order to define which of these search algorithms is the most re-
levant for the demolition strategy problem, four criteria are used:
number of optimal solutions, variety of solutions regarding decision
variables, percentage of solutions which respect the recovering reg-
ulation - 70% recovering rate -, and computing duration. For the first
criterion - number of optimal solution -, we remove from the set of
solutions those which are dominated by solutions obtained by another
algorithm. The more an algorithm finds a high number of optimal so-
lutions, the more the algorithm is considered as suitable. The second
criterion - variety of solution - is computed by the normalized sum of
standard deviation regarding decision variables. We assume that the
more the algorithm provides various solutions, the more it offers pos-
sibilities for the decision-maker. The third criterion is a simple ratio
between the number of solutions which have at least 70% of recovering
rate and the total number of optimal solutions given by the algorithm.
One objective of this work is to provide to the decision-maker inter-
esting solutions in terms of cost and delay and also in agreement with
the recovering rate regulation. The last criterion is obtained by mea-
suring computation duration on an identical computer. The used
computer, of the Fujitsu brand, has a processor Intel® Core™ i5-62000
CPU of 2,30 GHz.

4. Application

4.1. Case study presentation

In order to test the algorithm, a case study has been chosen among
studies of the BDS company. The case is total deconstruction of seven
neighboring buildings in a town center. Three buildings, with stone
walls and a wooden structural frame, hosted shops on the first floor and
apartments on the second floor with a floor structure in wood. The
fourth building is constructed on a single floor, with concrete structure,
wooden structural frame and metal facing. The fifth building hosted a
bank and a lot of furniture have been left. The structure is in concrete
on three floors, with a wooden structural frame. The sixth building
hosted two shops on the first floor, then apartments on the two fol-
lowing floors. The structure is in concrete, as same as the roof. The last
building is a single house on one level, with a stone structure and a
wooden structural frame. In total, ground surface is 1070m2 and de-
veloped surface is 1943m2. Length of necessary fence is 100m. Table 4
describes type, volume and mass of identified waste for this case.

For this case, feasible treatments and associated recovering rates are
described in Table 5.

4.2. Strategy suggested by the company engineer

The case study is a real project that the company engineer studied
with his experience and point of view. He proposed a deconstruction
plan of 29 work days with a cost of 89 k€. The decision variables Dism
and Demol are chosen as 0 - i.e. dismantling phase is correctly done and
demolition and loading phases are done successively. Table 6 describes
planned human and mechanical resources.

Table 7 defines the waste management plan proposed by the com-
pany engineer.

With this plan, the recovering rate reaches 80% of waste mass.
Environmental objective is already obtained. Despite this performance,
it is interesting to study if works can still improve in an environmental
matter and if this criterion can be reached with smaller cost or duration.
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4.3. Results

Each algorithm turned for approximatively 10min with the fol-
lowing parameters:

• Iteration, i.e. number of optimization reprocesses: 5
• Evaluations: 50,000
• Population: 50.
The Table 8 gives the number of solutions and the minimum values

for each algorithm on each objective.
Fig. 1 proposes a representation of the non-dominated solutions on a

3D-graph.
Fig. 2 illustrates optimal solutions distribution on the three pairs of

objectives. Fig. 2-a and -b respectively represent Cost-Delay and Cost-
Non-recovering rate pairs. Fig. 2-c illustrates Non-recovering rate-Delay
pair.

In Fig. 2, optimal solutions of NSGA-II, OMOPSO, SPEA2 and CMA-
ES are often masked by DBEA points. It means that all of these algo-
rithms give similar solutions regarding objective performance. The
Section 4.4.2 is dedicated to the discussion on the different algorithms.
Number and quality of solutions will be analyzed.

4.4. Discussion

The aim of this study was twofold: (1) demonstrate capacity of the
software to provide robust results, and if possible, better that the so-
lution found by the company engineer, and (2) test different algorithms
to select the most efficient. These two points will be discussed in the
following parts.

4.4.1. Discussion on results
In this section, we will discuss the solutions given by the algorithms.

Then we will study capacity of our algorithm to provide good results,
and perhaps better results than the solution prepared by the company
engineer. Among the whole set of solutions containing 290 solutions,
100 are really optimal. The 190 other solutions are dominated by at
least one solution given by another algorithm. Cost goes from 65 k€ to
87 k€, with a delay work between 9 and 21 days and granted by a re-
covering rate from 46% to 81% - non-recovering rate from 54% to 19%.

Among the 100 optimal solutions, 83 solutions respect the en-
vironmental objective of 70% minimal recovering - a non-recovering
rate equal or lower than 30% -, i.e. in agreement with the European
Union objective. This environmental performance is obtained thanks to
a dismantling process (decision variable Dism as 0) and a small use of
landfills. In average, these solutions last 16 days for 80 k€ and a re-
covering rate of 76% (24% of non-recovering rate). In majority, 9
workers (WDis) and 2 mini-excavators (MEDis) are programmed for dis-
mantling, then 3 workers for dismantling waste loading (MEDis).
Programming two excavators at a same time (Demol as 1) reduces de-
lays to 15 days in average, but barely does not affect cost. Among these
solutions, 23 solutions obtained the best possible recovering rate, which
is for this study case about 81%, meaning 19% of non-recovering rate
(Fig. 2-c). For each waste, the best treatment is always chosen. It re-
presents a mean cost of 82 k€ for 16 days of work. As before, 9 workers
(WDis), 2 mini-excavators (MEDis) and 3 loading workers (WLDis) are
often programmed for dismantling.

By contrast, 17 optimal solutions do not reach the 70% recovering
objective - See Fig. 2-b and -c. They mostly present the lowest cost and
delay - less than 70 k€ and 15 days of work. These solutions correspond
to a conventional demolition, without a dismantling phase (Dism as 1).
Obviously, they have a lower non-recovering rate, which is about 50%.

Unsurprisingly, most of the solutions choose the biggest containers
for waste. The dumper truck for inert waste evacuation has been

selected only by one solution, while the 15m3 container was preferred
because of its lower cost. None of the solutions proposes the variable
Dism as 2, i.e. a little dismantling done by excavators when demolishing
the building. This process represents too high cost and duration to be
considered regarding the application case.

The algorithm has several benefits: 83% of the optimal solutions
respect the environmental objective set by the European Union.
Moreover, the algorithm has been able to combine expense and en-
vironmental concern. In these environmental solutions, 39 have a cost
lower than the average of 80 k€, with 16 days of work in average.
Among the solutions of 81% recovering rate, 12 of them propose a
lower cost than the mean value - 81 k€ instead of 82 k€ -, but need in
average two additional days - 18 instead of 16 days. In comparison with
the partner plan - i.e. the plan which was really performed for this case
study -, 17 solutions give the same recovering-rate of 80%, but with 7 k

Table 4
Description of identified waste in the case study.

Waste type Waste Volume (in
m3)

Mass (in
tons)

Inert waste Concrete 987.3 2172.0
Glass 37.0 14.8

Mixed inert waste 420.4 991.2
Non-hazardous waste Wood 250.0 125.0

Metal 158.3 19.0
Plaster 69.2 90.0

Plaster bricks 41.1 30.0
Furniture 100.0 7.0
Mixed non-

hazardous waste
86.7 26.0

Total according to waste type Inert waste 1444.7 3178.0
Non-hazardous

waste
705.3 297.0

Inert and non-
hazardous waste

2150.0 3475.0

Total according to
deconstruction phase

Dismantling waste 542.3 211.8
Demolition waste 1607.7 3263.2

Table 5
Recovering rate according to waste type and dismantling process (Dism).

Waste type Treatment plant Dism=0 Dism=1 Dism=2

Concrete Landfill 0% 0% 0%
Sorting plant 35% 35% 35%

Recovering plant 100% 70% 80%
Glass Landfill 0% 0% 0%

Sorting plant 35% 35% 35%
Recovering plant 100% Impossible Impossible

Mixed inert waste Landfill 0% 0% 0%
Sorting plant 35% 35% 35%

Recovering plant Impossible Impossible Impossible
Wood Landfill 0% 0% 0%

Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%
Recovering plant 100% 43% 75%

Metal Landfill 0% 0% 0%
Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%

Recovering plant 100% 23% 45%
Plaster Landfill 0% 0% 0%

Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%
Recovering plant 100% Impossible Impossible

Plaster bricks Landfill 0% 0% 0%
Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%

Recovering plant 100% Impossible Impossible
Furniture Landfill 0% 0% 0%

Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%
Recovering plant 100% Impossible Impossible

Mixed non-hazardous
waste

Landfill 0% 0% 0%
Sorting plant 15% 15% 15%

Recovering plant Impossible Impossible Impossible
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€ and 14 days less. Solutions with the 81% recovering rate are also
better than the partner solution: 6 k€ and 13 days less. The algorithm
has then succeeded to find more viable solutions in terms of cost, delay
and environment.

4.4.2. Discussion on optimization algorithms
In this section, each algorithm will be analyzed in order to find the

most relevant for the deconstruction problem. Table 9 gives algorithms
performance for four criteria. Number of optimal solutions and com-
puting duration are classic criteria to compare algorithms. The per-
centage of optimal solutions that reach at least 70% of recovering rate is
interesting regarding the deconstruction problem in the European
context. Variety of solutions can turn out to be interesting or not, de-
pending on the optimization problem. Here, it was a demand from the

partner company. The objective is to provide a set of solutions, optimal,
but also sufficiently different to make the engineer think about the
study and the various possible strategies.

Computing duration of the different algorithms is rather close; this
criterion is not relevant to compare them. NSGA-II, SPEA2 and DBEA
provide the higher number of optimal solutions whereas VEGA and
MOEA/D, with respectively 0 and 1 solution, seem unsuitable to solve
this problem. The failure of MOEA/D and VEGA can be due to three
reasons: (i) these algorithms are not relevant according to our problem,
(ii) default parameters are not adapted for our problem (In this work,
we focused on several algorithms and not on the parameters changes for
one single algorithm), (iii) they are not well implemented in the used
library [25].

NSGA-II, SPEA2 and DBEA provide largest number of solutions.
Their efficiencies are relatively close and it was not possible to decide
which algorithm is the best with only this criterion. For solutions di-
versity, NSGA-II, OMOPSO and DBEA obtain the best results. Finally,
PAES, CMA-ES and SPEA2 provide the highest percentage of solutions
with a sufficient recovering rate to respect the regulation. The three
algorithms NSGA-II, DBEA and SPEA2 appear as relevant for the de-
construction problem. However, it is difficult to assess which algorithm
is the most efficient.

The company engineer that studied this deconstruction case has
been asked to select the best set of solutions -each set per algorithm -
between solutions given by NSGA-II, DBEA and SPEA2. For him, most
relevant solutions are first those that obtain at least 70% of recovering
rate, which means a necessary dismantling phase (Dism=0). Human
and mechanical resources need to be highly accurate in the case. In his
opinion, for this deconstruction, two excavators in the same time is
impossible - which means impossibility for Demol=1 -, workers and
mini-excavators for the dismantling phase (WDis and MEDis) cannot be
more than respectively 6 and 2. Indeed, in this case study, several
buildings with different access and surfaces need to be deconstructed,
which tends to complicates movement of the mini-excavators and su-
pervision by the site foreman.

With these new values, we turned again the algorithm for NSGA-II,
DBEA and SPEA2. NSGA-II and SPEA2 propose solutions with the
maximal capacity of resources, which means 6 WDis and 2 MEDis for
21 days of work and 80 k€, but little changes in the choice of waste
treatment. By contrast, DBEA gives more diversity for resources, giving
also strategies of 6 WDis and 1 MEDis, 5 WDis and 2 MEDis and 5 WDis and
0 MEDis. For the majority of the solutions, WLDis are planned as 2. It
implies an average cost of 84 k€ and an average delay of 24 days. In
terms of cost and delays, strategies of these three algorithms usually
dominate the company plan - i.e. engineer solution. Their environ-
mental performance turns around a recovering rate of 76% - 24% of

Table 6
Type and number of planned human and mechanical resources for the case study.

Human resources Mechanical resources

Deconstruction phase Type Number Type Number

Installation (I) Site foreman (SFI) (SFI)= 1
Worker (WI) (WI)= 2

Dismantling (Dis) Site foreman (SFDis) SFDis=1
Worker (WDis) WDis=3

Mini-excavator driver (MEDDis) MSDDis=1 Mini-excavator (MEDis) MEDis= 1
Loading of dismantling waste

(LDis)
Worker (WLDis) WLDis=1 Front-end loader driven by the site foreman (FLLDis) FLLDis=1

Demolition (Dem) Site foreman (SFDem) SFDem=1
Worker (WDem) WDem=1

Excavator driver (EDDem) EDDem=1 Excavator (EDem) EDem=1
Loading of demolition waste (LDem) Worker (WLDem) WLDem=1

Excavator driver (EDLDem) EDLDem=1 Excavator (ELDem
) ELDem=1

Table 7
Waste treatments and containers planned for the case study.

Waste type Waste Treatment plant Container

Inert waste Concrete Recovering plant 15m3

Glass Sorting plant 15m3

Mixed inert Sorting plant 15m3

Non-hazardous waste Wood Recovering plant 30m3

Metal Recovering plant 30m3

Plaster Recovering plant 30m3

Plaster bricks Landfill 30m3

Furniture Recovering plant 30m3

Mixed non-hazardous Sorting plant 30m3

Table 8
Set of optimal solutions according to the used algorithm for the case study.

Algorithm Number of
optimal
solutions⁎

Min value
for cost (in
€)

Min value
for delay (in
days)

Min value for non-
recovering rate (in
%)

NSGA-II 66 64,755 9 19
OMOPSO 46 64,755 9 19
CMA-ES 40 76,141 13 19
PAES 24 75,787 13 19
SPEA2 44 75,101 13 19
DBEA 47 65,370 9 19
MOEA/D 22 75,410 13 20
VEGA 1 99,036 27 20
Total 290 64,755 9 19

⁎ It is the direct number of solutions per algorithm, solutions dominated by
other algorithm's solutions were not removed.
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non-recovering rate - and 46% of them obtain a recovering rate equal or
higher than the company plan.

Due to the higher diversity of the solutions given by DBEA for this
case-study, the company engineer preferred this algorithm. Indeed,
from his point of view, it is better to obtain solutions with different
work teams in order to select the one he judges the more relevant re-
garding the specificity of the case study project. Between DBEA solu-
tions, he showed his interest for the strategies of 5 WDis, 2 MEDis and 2
WLDis. With 22 days of work and a cost of 81 k€ to obtain a recovering
rate of 80%, they could offer an interesting alternative for the initial
plan.

In this experimentation, to assess the algorithm performance, choice
was made to follow expert feedback rather than objective approach for
several reasons: (i) objective approach does not really exist because the
construction of a criterion, e.g. recycling/ratio, is yet a subjective
choice; (ii) it is difficult to justify the choice of one criterion and its
associated scale: for instance, creating a non-dimension scale assumes a
normalization which could be criticized and finally, (iii) the study en-
gineer wanted to be associated to the algorithm choice. However, it
would be interesting to use a mixed approach: the engineer defines
what would be for him a perfect solution regarding the case study and
the distance between Pareto optimal solutions for each algorithm and
this perfect solution is computed. These distances could be meaningful
to decide between the algorithms. In addition, it would be interesting to
make another optimization on new case studies to measure the ro-
bustness of the algorithm choice.

5. Conclusion

An innovative approach for optimizing building deconstruction
strategy, which is a complex engineering decision problem, was sug-
gested. Deconstruction planning was formulated as a Multi-Objective
Optimization Problem to integrate different options regarding equip-
ment, labors and waste treatment - decision variables - and to assess
their interest in a global way, while taking into account the interrela-
tions between these options. A real-case study, operated by the partner
demolition company, was used to estimate the interest of the algorithm
and its capacity to deal with real demolition project studies. The found
optimized solutions were compared to the engineer solution. We choose
to start the algorithm without taking into account this solution in order

to measure the search algorithms capacity to find good solutions by
themselves. Different search algorithms were tested, in order to define
the most efficient algorithm for this kind of problem.

For the case-study, 83 optimal solutions propose a suitable relation
between cost, delay and environment. They are all characterized by a
dismantling process to lead waste to the best recovering, still regarding
an acceptable cost. Work team composition is balanced between human
and mechanical resources to reduce delays and cost as much as possible.
The objective was completely reached: all of these optimal solutions
outrank or equal the strategy proposed by the partner engineer. Cost
and delay can be optimized even when an environmental performance
is required. Among all tested algorithms, three algorithms - NGSA-II,
DBEA and SPEA2 - appear as efficient for deconstruction and waste
management planning problems. Between these three algorithms,
DBEA proposed the set of preferred solutions by the partner company
expert. Among these optimal solutions, one was determined as an in-
teresting alternative to the engineer solution.

The algorithm studied in this paper was a prototype and still needs
to be completed with more waste and machines. Nevertheless, the
proposed algorithm already allows engineers to optimize deconstruc-
tion plan. Moreover, optimized plans were found in a reasonable time
(less than 12min) with a standard computer - Intel® Core™ i5-62000
CPU of 2,30 GHz. It ensures the capacity of the algorithm to be used in a
real context and to give interesting results. The deconstruction com-
pany BDS will soon integrates its use in their project studies. The op-
timization process will propose two options: (1) if the engineer would
like to gain time, directly use the algorithm to find optimized solutions,
and (2) if he prefers to keep the control on the resulting plan, letting
him propose a starting solution and begin the optimization by including
it. The second option should lead to better results (or at least closer to
the engineer point of view), but requires more involvement from her/
him.

The algorithm was created so that it could be used in a different
study context or in another demolition company by changing knowl-
edge and case-study variables. To support this aspect, the algorithm will
be presented to several French National organisms which are interested
in building deconstruction (ADEME, CSTB…). One last perspective
would be the connection with BIM in order to obtain the input data -
amount of each waste, living area… - directly from the building algo-
rithm, as proposed by Akbarnezhad et al. (2014) [27].

Fig. 1. Optimal solutions according to the used algorithm in the three objective axes - C for cost, D for delay and R for non-recovering rate.
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Fig. 2. Non-dominated solutions distribution in the three objective spaces - a for cost-delay, b for cost-non-recovering rate and c for non-recovering rate-delay.

Table 9
Search algorithm comparison for the case study.

Algorithm Number of
optimal solutions⁎

Variety of
solutions

Computing duration
(in min)

Percentage of optimal solutions that reach at least 70% of recovering
rate (or less than 30% of non-recovering rate)

NSGA-II 21 0.55 10 76%
OMOPSO 14 0.58 11 57%
CMA-ES 6 0.08 12 100%
PAES 10 0.33 11 100%
SPEA2 23 0.27 12 100%
DBEA 25 0.53 12 84%
MOEA/D 1 – 12 0%
VEGA 0 – 11 –

⁎ Here are considered only solutions which are optimal regarding the whole set of solutions.
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